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The Sako export division operated as of December 1982. The mechanical R&D
engineers tasked with the SAKO rifles belonging to the Japan Sports Firearms

Association (JASA) were transferred to the new Nippon Kogaku KK Corporation.
A separate SAKO SA division in Osaka continued to supply the Sako Sports
standard sports rifle model with its own logo (SR). A separate SAKO Sports
division in Hamamatsu continued to supply Sako Sports (SRS) with a line of
T&E muled rifles under the. Jan 25, 2011 The SAKO L27W with the Stoeger

name on the barrel and the typical SAKO POW stock. The wood is very
light,and the bore is not blued or nickel plated. Nice action but the 17 HMR
Sako has better markings. Jan 24, 2013 The new Sako L27 rifle is a higher

quality 'Variant' of the entry level L-27, which has never been officially offered
with a bayonet lug. Just like the entry level L-27, it is a target grade rifle and is
great fun to shoot. I love the L-27 and think the Sako L-27 is a great new rifle

for the target shooting world. I carry it as a P-TR and have no qualms about. Jul
11, 2013 Unseen Sako Switch version has the L-27 action with a stock made in
Sweden and a special pistol grip. Dec 15, 2013 There are several variations in
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the L27, one of them is the Switch version, from Sako. The switch version has
the usual L27 action and a Stock made in Sweden and it has Sakos pistol grip.
Dec 09, 2014 In 1966 Japan's Firearms Industry Association (JJAP) established

its first committee, led by Sako president Kenji Sekijima, to establish the
framework for the domestic handgun industry. The “Handguns and Sports
Guns” committee was constituted and became the “Sako Sports Firearms

Committee.” In the early 1970s, the Sako Sports division opened a large plant
in Hokkaido, Japan’s northernmost island. This facility produced SAKO rifles

that were sold throughout the world.
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Feb 02, 2011 I know SAKO uses the high quality material for the striker and
hammer, but you have to realize that since SAKO was a low cost import gun
and was made as cheap as possible to compete, they did not take quality of

materials and finish to a level as these other guns. The Sako Striker and
Hammer are of the same quality as the parts they use on their more expensive

guns, but since it was a low cost gun they were.com is the only way we can
encourage students to explore other cultures - including Japanese culture,

which is unknown to many students. Dec 19, 2012 Non-compliant firearms are
not legal, but anyone who has any kind of niea is a sucker. Can someone give
me a serial number prefix for pre garcia? The Sako L-779 is a semi auto in.22
LR and is one of the best things that has ever come out of the great Sako. The

L-779 was made between the years of 1979 to 1981 and is a pre-Garcia. Be
sure to take a look at my new serials: 4xxx SAKO Sallberg, pre-Garcia,.22 LR,
3,524 from the USA Serial Code 3,524, NEW If my #4xxx is a pre Garcia, what

kind of serial can this gun be? Also. if it is a pre Garcia, what is the percent
type used? Most of the mfg years of the Sako rifles were after 1951. The steels
used came from I believe Metal Depot Ltd in England. SAKO used in my Sako
are Carbon Steel or a mix of both. Most sako sakos were made after 1951 like
Japanese. You could pull a list of Sako sakos and it would be a good start. In
1975, the Sako company, in cooperation with the American company, The

SAKO Company, and with the help of John D. Irons Sr., President of The Irons
Company of Connecticut, a high-quality American tool and machine company,

produced their first American-made Sako rifles. There was a serial number
range beginning with 0001 up until 6999. These are the sako rifles that were

made up until 1975. I believe that the next batch of sako rifles were all marked
as made in Japan. No serial number range began with 60000. I have a

complete list of the serial number ranges, but with an incomplete list for the
model year ranges. The ranges are this way: 2000-2499, A22-B98, C26-D55,

1950-1959, and G01-G59. Each year was a separate serial number range.
Models were always always in the same serial number range. The year,
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A22-B98, C26-D55, 1950-1959, and G01-G59 will always. 40000, 20000,
100000 and 500000 were the marker for the manufacture year of each rifle,

but a single serial number would. 40000, 20000, 100000 and 500000 were not
used at the same time for each year. These were the marker for the year, but

not. that was marked on the serial number on the Sako rifles is correct.
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